Abstract-In this paper, a representation of multi-valued functions called interval decision diagrams (IDDs) is introduced. It is related to similar representations such as binary decision diagrams. Compared to other functional representations with regard to symbolic formal verification approaches, IDDs show some important properties that enable us to verify process networks and related models of computation more adequately than with conventional approaches. Therefore, a new form of transition relation representation called interval mapping diagram (IMD) is introduced.
I. Introduction D URING the last years, a promising approach called symbolic model checking, see, e.g., [1] , [2] , has been applied to many areas of system verification in computer engineering and related research fields and even has been able to enter the area of industrial applications. This approach makes use of binary decision diagrams (BDDs) [3] , [4] which are an efficient representation of Boolean functions and allow their very fast manipulation. However, when applying this technique to process networks or related models of computation-i.e., models with unbounded system states such as many high-level and dataflow oriented models-, several difficulties occur that question its usefulness in this area.
A. Process Networks
Process network models are commonly used, e.g., for specification and synthesis of distributed systems. They often form the basis of applications such as real-time scheduling and allocation.
We use the term process networks to describe such models of computation characterized as containing concurrent processes which may have complex internal states and buffers for communication. By means of tokens, data items can be written into and read from buffers to exchange data between processes. Buffers often are unidirectional and have a FIFO (first-in, first-out ) queue behavior, but this is not a required property. A buffer may have assigned a capacity which is the maximum number of tokens contained. Buffers occur in almost every communication scenario between processes. For instance, in real-time operating systems they are often called mailboxes. Process networks are related to programs with finite-state control and integer variables that are accessed by commands like "if x < 3 then y := y + 4"
1 . Many different classes of process networks exist and are employed in diverse application domains. An example is a recently introduced model of computation called FunState [5] , [6] , [7] which combines dataflow properties with finite state machine behavior and is especially suited to embedded systems design. Many other models of computation, e.g., dataflow process networks [8] , computation graphs [9] , and synchronous dataflow (SDF) [10] , [11] , turn out to be special cases of Kahn's process networks [12] , [13] and of the FunState model of computation. They have in common that their transition behavior can be represented by a regular state machine (RSM) [14] . Since the SDF model is restricted enough, tasks such as static scheduling or the verification of properties are well investigated and may be handled efficiently. The situation is similar for computation graphs. While many dataflow models are sufficiently analyzable by means of balance equation methods, such methods fail for more powerful models due to the complex internal model states.
Typical questions to be answered by means of formal verification of process networks are about the absence of deadlocks or the boundedness of the required memory. The memory boundedness is especially important as process networks in general may not be scheduled statically. Thus, dynamic schedulers have to be deployed which cannot always guarantee compliance with memory limitations without restricting the system model [15] .
The process models in addition may be extended to describe one or several dynamic or hybrid scheduling policies. Their behavior then is verified together with the system model. Thus, common properties such as the correctness of the schedule may be affirmed, or artificial deadlocks [15] may be detected. Besides these applications of scheduling analysis described in [16] , [7] , symbolic model checking principles have been applied to the synthesis area of symbolic scheduling (see [5] , [17] , [7] , for instance), where correct schedules are generated automatically.
A simple example process network from [15] is shown in Figure 1 . A, B, C, and D represent processes, while a, b, c, d, and e are unbounded FIFO queues. The internal process states are represented by program code in this example.
The network obeys a blocking read semantics, i.e., a process is suspended when attempting to get data from an empty input channel. Formal verification is able to prove, for instance, that there are never more than two tokens buffered on any communication channel (then the process network is strictly bounded ), and that the network is non-terminating. Both properties are essential for the development of scheduling policies.
A simple dynamic scheduling example to be modeled in combination with the network is a plain priority-based scheduling policy which executes process B only if A is not enabled, otherwise A is executed. An important question to be answered here is whether B could be blocked forever because A may always be enabled.
B. The Problem
The traditional BDD-based method of automated verification suffers from the fact that a binary representation of the process network and its state is required. One severe problem is that the necessary capacities of the buffers in general are unknown before the analysis process or even may be its desired result. Unfortunately, in order to perform symbolic model checking, the buffer contents represented by an integer number must be binary coded. To save memory and computing power, the coding should be selected such that it covers no more than the integer range necessary-which is unknown. This deficiency could be partially avoided using multi-valued decision diagrams (MDDs) [18] with unbounded variable domains instead of BDDs. The decision variables of those diagrams have not only binary but integer values and thus are able to represent the state of a buffer without binary coding. However, problems occur when complementing a finite set described by an unbounded MDD. This results in an infinite set requiring an infinite number of MDD edges which is not possible. One strategy to avoid this is again to bound the variable domain to a finite range such that even complementary sets are finite.
Another difficulty emerges from the very regular behavior [14] of process network transitions that in general consists only of consuming or producing one or a few constant numbers of tokens at a time. Consider a simple dataflow node connecting two buffers. Its firing behavior with respect to its outgoing buffer consists of adding, e.g., one token at a time. When representing this behavior using BDDs or MDDs, a huge part of the transition relation decision diagram (DD) is necessary to model explicitly all possible pairs of a buffer's state and its successor state after the firing, e.g., (x, x ′ ) = (0, 1), (1, 2), (2, 3), . . . , (n−1, n) . Again, the upper bound n just has to be introduced not to make the transition relation DD too complex and thus intractable. Neglecting all other transitions, each of the state pairs results in at least one DD node. Hence, merely the described part of the complete transition relation needs at least n nodes.
C. Proposed Approach
To overcome the above-mentioned limitations of conventional symbolic model checking of process networks and related models, we present an approach that uses interval decision diagrams (IDDs) combined with interval mapping diagrams (IMDs) and thus is able to remedy the shortcomings of traditional approaches. Formal verification of process networks using these interval diagram techniques has been introduced in [16] . Fundamentally, the approach is based on a more reasonable way of describing the abovementioned form of transition relations. It affords the possibility of representing them as the "distance" between a state and its successor after the transition, which means the difference between the numbers of included tokens before and after the firing. In this way, the partial behavior mentioned above may be described by one single graph node denoting a state distance of 1, and no artificial limitation with an upper state bound is necessary.
Interval diagram techniques are well-suited to handling the combination of internal process states and buffer contents, both representing the total system state. In addition to the symbolic formal verification of process networks, as described in Section VII-A.1 interval diagrams have applications in the fields of timing analysis and real-time symbolic model checking [19] , [7] , where similar problems have to be dealt with. The major enhancements of symbolic model checking with IDDs and IMDs are:
• No state variable bounds due to binary coding or complementation are necessary as with conventional symbolic model checking.
• The transition relation representation is quite compact-especially for the considered kind of modelssince only state distances are stored instead of combinations of state and successor. Accordingly, an innovative technique for image computation is introduced.
• Due to the enhanced merging capabilities of IDDs and the abandonment of binary coding, state set descriptions are more compact than using BDDs. We introduce the formalism of interval decision diagrams, an efficient representation of discrete-valued functions, and the methods and techniques necessary for applying this new form of function description to symbolic model checking by means of interval diagram techniques. IDDs and IMDs are dedicated to state set and transition relation descriptions of many, especially dataflow oriented models of computation. In this paper, interval diagram techniques are applied to symbolic model checking of process networks. We present interval diagrams and the verification techniques used and compare their run-time behavior with that of the conventional BDD approach. IDDs and IMDs are introduced in Section II, III, and IV. Section V explains how image computation is performed using interval diagram techniques, while Section VI describes the application to symbolic model checking of process networks and presents experimental results. Finally, Section VII discusses related work and gives a brief summary.
II. Interval Decision Diagrams

A. Notation
The set of integer intervals I denotes the set of all intervals on Z. Intervals can be of the forms [ 
, where a or −∞ represent the lower and b or ∞ the upper bound. Squared brackets [ and ] indicate that the corresponding bound is included in the interval set, whereas round brackets ( and ) indicate that it is not 2 . [ ] represents the empty interval containing no elements. Two intervals are called neighboring iff they may be joined by union into a larger interval. Overlapping intervals as well are called neighboring.
Let f (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) be a multi-valued function with signature
where P i ∈ I are the domain sets of the variables x i , and Q f is the discrete and finite range set of f .
The term x I represents a literal of a variable x with respect to an interval I ∈ I, that is the Boolean function
For the sake of brevity, for I = [b, b] containing only one single value b ∈ Z, the literal of variable x with respect to I is denoted x b = x I . The function resulting when some argument x i of function f is replaced by a constant value b is called a restriction or cofactor of f and is denoted f | xi=b or, for the sake of brevity, f x b i . That is, for any arguments x 1 , . . . , x n ,
If for all possible values of x i in some interval I ⊆ P i , f does not depend on x i , i.e.,
then f is independent of x i in I, and the cofactor of f with respect to the literal x I i is defined by In this case, I is called an independence interval of f with respect to x i .
Definition II.1 (Interval cover) The set I(P i ) = {I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I pi } of p i split intervals I j represents an interval cover of P i if each I j is a subset of P i , i.e., I j ⊆ P i , and I(P i ) is complete, i.e.,
holds, i.e., no element of P i is included in more than one split interval. A disjoint cover is called an interval partition.
Definition II.3 (Independence interval partition) An independence interval partition is a partition consisting of independence intervals only.
Based on independence interval partitions, most multivalued functions of interest may be decomposed with regard to a variable x i in several partial functions describable by cofactors. Each cofactor contributes to f only in an independence interval with respect to x i . From now on, only functions are considered that are decomposable over an interval partition with a finite number of independence intervals. Their partial functions may be composed by the Boole-Shannon expansion for a multi-valued function with respect to a variable x i and an independence interval partition I(P i ), given by
The operations ∨ and ∧ in this equation suppress all but one function value of f that corresponds to the respective value of x i . The operations are extended to multi-valued functions in the natural way.
Definition II.4 (Reduced interval partition) An independence interval partition is called minimal if it contains no neighboring split intervals that may be joined into an independence interval. An interval partition I(P i ) = {I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I pi } is ordered if the higher bounds of all split intervals build an increasing sequence with respect to their indices. An independence interval partition which is minimal and ordered is called reduced.
Theorem 1: A reduced independence interval partition of a domain P i is unique.
Proof: The proof of this is by contradiction. Assume that two different independence interval partitions I(P i ) and I ′ (P i ) exist which both are reduced. In the following, each possible case of being different is regarded.
• Assume that I(P i ) contains more intervals than I ′ (P i ):
) cannot be minimal since at least two of its intervals can be merged into one. With |I(P i )| < |I ′ (P i )|, the above holds in the general sense. Hence, either I(P i ) or I ′ (P i ) or both cannot be reduced.
• Assume that |I(P i )| = |I ′ (P i )|. If there exists a j with 1 ≤ j ≤ p i such that I j ∈ I(P i ) and
is not ordered or both I(P i ) and I ′ (P i ) are not minimal. In both cases either I(P i ) or I ′ (P i ) or both are not reduced. Consequently, both partitions I(P i ) or I ′ (P i ) cannot be reduced and different at the same time. Hence, a reduced independence interval partition must be unique.
B. Structure
An example interval decision diagram is shown in Figure 2 . It represents a function f (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) with the variable domains P i = [0, ∞) and the range Q f = {a, b} denoted as
otherwise . Though the edges are not depicted by arrows, the graph is directed such that all edges are oriented from top to bottom. To determine the function value of f , the function graph has to be traversed beginning at the top such that an edge is taken with an associated interval including the value of the variable the actual node is labeled with. When one of the terminal nodes is reached, its value represents the searched function value. The IDD edges are labeled with integer intervals. [20] gives an extension of the IDD concept described here where edge labels can consist of real intervals instead of integer ones.
Many kinds of discrete-valued functions with a finite range set can be described using IDDs. This can be achieved by employing one terminal node for each possible function value, similar to multi-terminal BDDs (MTBDDs) [21] , [22] . IDDs can be regarded as a generalization of BDDs, MDDs, and MTBDDs as neither the values of the terminal nodes nor the function parameters are restricted to binary or integer values. MDDs' integer edge weights may be described by rudimentary one-element integer intervals with equal upper and lower bounds, as can BDDs' binary values.
C. Representation
IDDs are represented by canonical function graphs, similar to those of [18] and [4] .
Definition II.5 (Function graph) A function graph G is a rooted, directed acyclic graph with a node set V containing two types of nodes. A non-terminal node v ∈ V has as attributes an argument index i = index (v), an independence interval partition part (v) = I(P i ) = {I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I pi }, and
of the partition are assigned to the corresponding graph edges v, child k (v) ∈ E. A terminal node v has a value value(v) ∈ Q f as an attribute.
We define the correspondence between function graphs and multi-valued functions as follows.
Definition II.6: The function f v associated with a node v ∈ V of a function graph G is defined recursively as:
• If v is a terminal node, then f v = value(v),
• if v is a non-terminal node with index (v) = i, then f v is the function described by the Boole-Shannon expansion as described in equation (1), thus
The function denoted by the graph G is associated with its root node. A subgraph G v of G induced by a node v contains all edges and nodes reachable from v.
In the context of decision diagrams, functions are considered to be equivalent to their associated nodes. Hence, a function f v associated with a node v with variable index i may be represented by a (p+1
, where (I k , F k ) denote pairs each consisting of split interval I k = int k (v) of the interval partition part (v) and the function F k associated with the respective corresponding child node child k (v). This description is directly associated with the Boole-Shannon expansion mentioned above.
Definition II.7 (Ordered function graph) A function graph is ordered if for any adjacent pair of non-terminal
The term layer describes either all non-terminal nodes having the same index or all terminal nodes. In the following, only ordered function graphs are considered.
Definition II.8 (Reduced function graph) A function graph G is reduced if 1. each non-terminal node v has at least two different children, 2. it does not contain two distinct nodes v and v ′ such that the subgraphs rooted by v and v ′ are isomorphic (as defined in [4] ), and 3. the independence interval partitions part (v) of all non-terminal nodes v are reduced. One of the major results of this paper is described in the following.
Theorem 2: For any describable multi-valued function f , there is a unique reduced function graph denoting f . Any other function graph denoting f with the same variable ordering contains more nodes.
Proof: The proof proceeds along the same lines as those in [4] and [18] , by induction on the size of the dependence set D f . The dependence set of a function f is the set of arguments that f depends upon, i.e.,
The following statements are assumed without further explanation.
• As the partitions of a reduced function graph are reduced, the evaluation path from root to a terminal node is unique for given variable values.
• Each node in a function graph is reachable from its root node.
• If a function graph G is reduced, then any subgraph G v induced by a node v is reduced. For |D f | = d > 0, if x i is the argument with the lowest index i that f depends upon, then the root node v of the reduced function graph G of f has index (v) = i. This follows directly from the fact that G is reduced and thus all its interval partitions are reduced as well. If the root node had index (v) < i, then it would have exactly one leaving edge with the reduced trivial interval partition I(P i ) = {P i } consisting of only one split interval. Therefore, it would have just one child. Thus, G would not have been reduced. If the root node had index (v) > i, then x i would not be element of the dependence set D f which contradicts the assumption.
For |D f | = 0, the root node and also the only node of the reduced function graph G of the constant function f is the terminal node v with value(v) = f (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) = t, hence G is unique. To demonstrate this, suppose that the root node v is non-terminal with index (v) = i, then it has only one leaving edge with the trivial partition as f is independent of x i . Therefore, it has just one child. Hence, G was not reduced. The graph cannot contain terminal nodes with value unequal to t, since every node is reachable, and that would imply a path which evaluates to a value other than t.
Suppose that for all functions f with |D g | < d the following holds: If the function graph H of g is reduced, the graph is unique. Then for each function f with |D f | = d, if its function graph G is reduced, then the graph is unique. The proof of this is subdivided into two parts. First, we claim that as all subfunctions g associated with nodes w with index (w) > i satisfy |D g | < d, all those subfunctions are different. Otherwise, the subgraphs of two equal subfunctions would be isomorphic due to the uniqueness of function graphs. This would violate the premise that G is reduced. In particular, all children of the root node v represent different functions represented by non-isomorphic subgraphs. Now, consider the Boole-Shannon expansion of f with respect to x i as described above. Let v be the root of G with index (v) = i. Its independence interval partition part (v) is unique. Consequently, the number of outgoing edges from v is fixed, and their labels-associated intervals-are unique. Moreover, the edge with label I j ends in the node child j (v) which is unique. Otherwise, there would exist two identical subfunctions associated with nodes with index (w) > i.
Finally, we can prove that of all graphs representing f , only the reduced function graph has a minimum number of nodes. Let G be a function graph with the minimum number of nodes. Since the reduced function graph is unique, if G is not the reduced graph this would imply that G either has a node v such that for all children child j (v) and child k (v), child j (v) = child k (v), or that it contains two distinct nodes v and v ′ such that the subgraphs rooted by v and v ′ are isomorphic. In either case, we can reduce the number of nodes in G, contradicting the premise that G has the minimum number of nodes. Hence, G must be the unique reduced function graph.
C.1 Implementation
The canonicity property described in Theorem 2 is of fundamental importance with regard to the frequent equality tests performed during fixpoint computations for most symbolic verification methods. In general, the functions used in a computation are stored not in several IDDs, each with a specific function, but in a common IDD that represents all functions at once, analogously to efficient BDD implementations. Thus, equal cofactors, represented by identical partial IDDs that would have to be stored separately, are shared among the IDDs resulting in a significant reduction of the total number of IDD nodes.
Further, the canonical IDD form is supported which results in only constant-time equality tests. This is because only IDD nodes-more precisely, pointers to nodes or unique node ids, respectively-have to be compared with each other instead of whole graphs. Hence, two functions are equal iff the IDD nodes representing them are identical.
Similarly to BDDs, the common IDD structure is stored using a hash table called unique table [23] for efficiency as well as for canonicity. The canonical form is maintained by looking up in the unique table each time before inserting a node into the IDD. A new node is created only if no equivalent node exists in the unique table. Otherwise, this existing node is used instead of inserting a new one. The unique table allows a single multi-rooted directed acyclic graph to represent any number of Boolean functions simultaneously.
We assume the functions to be represented all have the same n arguments x 1 , . . . , x n . The variable ordering must be the same for all functions.
D. Reducing a Function Graph
Similarly to BDDs and related decision diagrams, several reduction rules exist to transform any IDD into a reduced form. An IDD is reduced if none of these rules can be applied. Two distinct nodes with the same index and same interval partitions are called equal-childed if all children of one of the nodes equal the corresponding children of the other node. Neighboring edges are edges starting in the same node, labeled with neighboring intervals, and ending in the same child node. The reduction rules are:
1. If all outgoing edges of a non-terminal node end in the same child, this node must be eliminated and its entering edges must be redirected into the child node. 2. If two equal-childed nodes exist or two distinct terminal nodes with the same value, in either case these two nodes must be joined into one node by eliminating the other node and redirecting its incoming edges into the resting node. 3. If the interval partition of a non-terminal node is not reduced, it must be transformed into a reduced form as follows. The split intervals and their corresponding children are ordered. Neighboring edges are joined into one edge by uniting their split intervals. A node which has to be removed due to rule 1 is called obsolete. The rule holds particularly if the interval partition consists of one single split interval only. The three reduction rules correspond directly to the respective properties of a reduced function graph introduced in Definition II.8. If none of the rules can be applied any more, all necessary conditions of a function graph to be reduced are satisfied. Thus, the result always is a reduced function graph. Figure 3 shows an example for the reduction of a function graph. For the examples shown, the interval [0, ∞) is used as variable domain if not otherwise mentioned. Interval covers must be complete with respect to this domain set. 
III. IDDs Representing Boolean Functions
For conventional symbolic model checking of the models described above, mainly Boolean functions 3 over integer variables are of importance. Hence, in this section, only IDDs are considered that represent Boolean functions over integer intervals. Their terminal nodes may have only the values 0 or 1 and thus are called 0-or 1-terminal nodes, respectively. With the use of such kind of IDDs, truth functions and propositions such as f (
are describable. As mentioned above, IDDs have been extended toward real domains in [20] .
A. Interval Cover Disjunction
Some operations described below make use of the transformation of a non-disjoint interval cover I(P i ) = {I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I pi } into a partitionĨ(P i ) = {Ĩ 1 ,Ĩ 2 , . . . ,Ĩp i } consisting of greatest common intervals (GCIs). By uniting a certain number of those split intervals, each original interval may be expressed. Interval cover disjunction is performed by splitting the I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I pi and then removing duplicates such that the whole variable domain P i remains covered but none of the elements of P i is covered by more than one interval inĨ(P i ). Figure 4 shows an example interval cover disjunction transforming I(P i ) = {[−1, 2], [1, 3] , [3, 4] } in the upper part intoĨ(P i ) = {[−1, 0], [1, 2] , [3, 3] , [4, 4] } in the lower part. The intermediate steps shown in the figure are described below. Formally, the GCI partitionĨ(P i ) of a cover I(P i ) is defined as the unique minimal interval partition with the property
where
Here, each B jk behaves like a switch which is (−∞, ∞) for "on" iff the GCIĨ k is included in the original interval I j , otherwise B jk is [ ] for "off". The postulated property ofĨ(P i ) being minimal must hold with regard to the numberp i of GCIs. Thus, it is supposed that allĨ k are as large as possible and no neighboring GCIs I k may be joined by union without violating the above equation.
An efficient procedure to determine the GCIs of an interval cover is described in Table I Figure 4 . This is achieved by adding the value − 1 2 to the lower and 1 2 to the upper bound of the original interval. The resulting real bounds can be considered as borders separating the GCIs. All real bounds are stored using the list L of real numbers. After sorting the list elements in increasing order, the disjoint intervals are determined by back-transforming successive real bounds into integer GCIs [ã,b]. The described interval cover disjunction algorithm can be implemented with worst-case complexity O(p i · log p i ) where p i = |I(P i )|. 
B. If-Then-Else Operator
The If-Then-Else operator (ITE ) [4] constructs the graph for the function obtained by composing two functions. In the case of non-Boolean IDDs, it has to be replaced by the CASE operator described in [18] . For the sake of clarity, only ITE is considered here. ITE is a ternary Boolean operation directly derived from the BooleShannon expansion and is denoted
Thus, it means: if F then G else H. ITE can be used to apply all two-variable Boolean operations on IDDs within a single algorithm. For instance, AND(F, G) may be denoted
Let Z = ITE (F, G, H) and let x be the top variable of F , G, and H, i.e., the variable at the common highest layer of their IDDs and thus with the lowest index. Analogously to [23] , using the Boole-Shannon decomposition ITE is recursively defined as
The terminal cases of this recursion are
At the beginning of the calculation of ITE (F, G, H), the interval partitions of those top nodes of F , G, and H that are on the common highest layer of the three IDDs are decomposed mutually, while their original partitions remain unchanged. This mutual decomposition is performed by building the union of all concerned partitions, resulting in an interval cover I ′ (P i ) that in general is not disjoint. Then this cover is transformed as described in Section III-A into an independence interval partition. The resulting partition I(P i ) = {I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I p } is used for the recursive ITE calculation as described below. As this is a mutual decomposition, the possibility to restrict F , G, and H to the split intervals I k by building their cofactors is guaranteed. Hence, the original IDD remains reduced (if it was before), and at most the resulting new nodes possibly have to be reduced before insertion into the IDD. The ITE algorithm is sketched as pseudo code of the function ite(F, G, H) in Table II .
TABLE II
The ITE algorithm.
ite(F, G, H) :
if terminal case reached return result of terminal case; let x be the top variable of {F, G, H}; I ′ (P i ) = ∅; for each E ∈ {F, G, H}: if x is top variable of E let v be the top node of E;
The terminal cases and their results are given above. The function mergeEqualChildedNeighbors I(P i ) iterates through the intervals I k within I(P i ) and merges each two neighboring I k of which the corresponding children child k equal each other. Hence, the resulting interval partition is reduced.
Within function findOrAddInIDD(v), first the unique table of the IDD is searched for the argument node v. If such a node already is included in the unique table, it is returned. Otherwise, a new node with the specified properties is created and inserted into the unique table. Since the new node is reduced, the reduced form of the IDD is maintained.
Analogously to BDDs, a computed 
O(|F | · |G| · |H| · p · log p). Figure 5 shows an example of the application of the IfThen-Else operator where I = ITE (F, G, H). For the sake of clarity, the partial IDDs are depicted separately and not in one common IDD that represents all used functions. The calculation of the ITE operation is sketched in Table III . The structure of the resulting IDD can directly be read from the last row of this calculation.
TABLE III
Example of ITE computation. [4, 4] , ITE (F a [4, 4] , G a [4, 4] , H a [4, 4] ) ,
Under certain circumstances-e.g., when constructing an IDD during initialization-a graph may be of importance that is similar to the function graph of an IDD but contains one or several non-disjoint interval covers instead of interval partitions. As the evaluation paths in such a graph are ambiguous, this cannot be a function graph based on the Boole-Shannon decomposition. Nevertheless, the transformation of an ambiguous graph into a function graph-the
it has an ambiguous structure. However, for assignments evoking evaluation paths to different terminal nodes an unambiguous behavior must be defined.
In the case of Boolean functions, we define a disjunctive behavior where a path to a terminal node with the Boolean value 1 covers all other paths of the same variable assignment. This behavior may be described by adapting the definition of the function f v , associated with a node v, in equation (2) to interval covers, denoted as
where cover (v) replaces the partition part (v) of node v. Hence, the value of the corresponding function is 1 for all assignments which have at least one evaluation path ending in the 1-terminal node, otherwise it is 0. In [20] , a general method is described which transforms an ambiguous graph into a function graph.
IV. Interval Mapping Diagrams
Interval mapping diagrams are used to represent transition relations, for instance, in symbolic model checking. IMDs map a set described by a Boolean-valued IDD onto a new set-described by such IDD as well-by performing operations such as shifting or assigning some or all values of the IDD's decision variables. For interval shifting, a simple interval arithmetic is used.
A. Notation
The underlying interval mathematics consist of a simple unbounded interval arithmetic with the operators + for addition and − for subtraction, each over two intervals. Both arguments and the result of each operator are elements of I. In the following, for the sake of brevity, the interval operators are defined for finite intervals only, but their finite bounds may be replaced by infinite ones. The addition or subtraction of empty intervals is not allowed. Hence, the result of the subtraction is the set of all numbers that could have been the result of the subtraction of any two elements of the argument intervals.
B. Representation
IMDs are represented by mapping graphs similar to the function graphs described in Definition II.5. Their edges are labeled with interval mapping functions f : I → I, mapping intervals onto intervals.
Definition IV.3 (Mapping graph) A mapping graph G is a rooted, directed acyclic graph with a node set V containing two types of nodes. A non-terminal node v ∈ V has as attributes an argument index i = index (v), a set of interval mapping functions func(v) = {f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f n }, and
The mapping functions f k (v) are assigned to the corresponding graph edges v, child k (v) ∈ E. V contains exactly one terminal node v with value(v) = 1.
Though the terminal node in the above definition is not absolutely necessary, it is introduced because of the similarity of IMDs and IDDs. The interval mapping function f (I) = I, mapping an interval onto itself, is called neutral.
C. Interpretation
Informally, the functional behavior of IMDs may be described as "set flow", similar to that of dataflow. The data consists of sets represented by unions of intersected intervals of state variable values, as described in Section II-A and represented by an IDD. Beginning at the root node of an IMD, the set data can flow along each path until reaching the terminal node. Each IMD edge transforms the data according to the respective mapping function. More precisely, the mapping function maps each interval of the corresponding state variable included in the actual set description onto a transformed interval. The effect of this may be, e.g., to shift, shrink, grow, or assign the whole set along exactly one coordinate of the state space. Then the modified set data is transferred to the next IMD node corresponding to another state variable where the transformation continues.
If an interval is mapped onto the empty interval, this is a degenerate case as the set is restricted to an empty set, i.e., the set data effectively does not reach the end of the computation along this path. From a global view, the set data flows through the IMD from its top to the bottom along all paths in parallel and finally is united in the terminal node to the resulting set. The algorithm to achieve this behavior will be described in detail in Section V. Section VI describes how an IMD is derived from a given model and gives two examples.
D. Reducing a Mapping Graph
Unlike IDDs, IMDs in general have no canonical form. Nevertheless, depending on the structure of the contained mapping functions a partial reduction often is possible. As no equality test or ITE operations of IMDs must be performed in contrast to IDDs, the lack of canonicity is no general limitation. However, smaller IMDs lead to a reduction of the computational complexity during image computation.
Similarly to IDDs, two distinct nodes with the same index and same mapping function sets are called equalchilded if all children of one of the nodes equal the corresponding children of the other node. IMDs may be reduced using the three following reduction rules:
1. If a non-terminal node has only one leaving edge and this edge is labeled with a neutral mapping function, the node is eliminated, and its entering edges are redirected into the child node. 2. Equal-childed nodes are joined into one by eliminating all but one and redirecting all incoming edges into the resting node. 3. Two edges starting in the same node and labeled with the same mapping function are replaced by such an edge to a new node having the same index as the higher one of the two child nodes. If both child nodes are on the same layer and non-terminal, the new node obtains all their leaving edges. If they are on different layers, the new node obtains all edges of the higher child node and an edge labeled with a neutral mapping function to the lower child node.
E. Predicate Action Diagrams
Predicate action diagrams (PADs) are a restricted form of IMDs dedicated to describe the transition behavior especially of process networks and similar models.
Definition IV.4 (Predicate action diagram) A predicate action diagram is an interval mapping diagram containing only the following mapping functions:
where f + is the shift function and f = the assign function. I P is called predicate interval and I A action interval. Each mapping function within a PAD can have different intervals. Thus, the interval mapping functions have one among two possible structures. Both types first intersect the argument interval with the predicate interval and then-if the result is not an empty interval-either shift the resulting interval up or down or assign a default interval. The shift is performed by interval addition of the action interval. The assignment of a default interval is achieved by returning the action interval as the result of the interval mapping function.
The combination of predicate and action interval parameterizes the mapping function and completely defines its behavior. The syntax I P /+I A is used for the shift function 
V. Image Computation
A. Definition
In general, symbolic model checking is based on Boolean functions representing characteristic functions of sets containing system states. The characteristic function of a set is a function with a value of 1 for those arguments that are elements of the set and 0 otherwise. Let x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) be a vector describing a system state. Then a state set S is represented by its characteristic function s(x) with
The transition behavior of the system is described by a transition relation. Let x and x ′ be system state vectorsx the one before and x ′ its successor after a transitionand δ(x, x ′ ) be a characteristic function representing the transition relation T , i.e.,
In symbolic formal verification, an important operation is the application of a transition relation to a set of system states such that the set of all successor or predecessor states, respectively, is calculated in one single computation. This process is called image computation where the image Im(S, T ) of a set S of system states with respect to the transition relation T represents the set of all states that may be reached after exactly one valid transition from a state in set S. The following definitions are taken from [24] . The image operator is defined as Im(S, T ) = {x ′ |∃x with s(x) ∧ δ(x, x ′ )}. The inverse image PreIm(S, T ) represents all states that can reach a state in S after one transition and is defined as PreIm(S, T ) = {x|∃x ′ with s(x ′ ) ∧ δ(x, x ′ )}. BackIm(S, T ) represents the set of states that after one transition must end up in S, denoted as BackIm(S, T ) = {x|∀x ′ holds δ(x, x ′ ) =⇒ s(x ′ )} = ¬PreIm(¬S, T ). The last operator behaves in some sense as the inverse of the image operator because BackIm(S, T ) is the largest set such that Im BackIm(S, T ), T ⊆ S. Figure 6 shows an example process network with uncertain consumption and production rates represented by intervals (depicted as edge labels). It is similar to a computation graph [9] where the consumption rate is independent of the threshold-denoted as a condition here. For instance, process A is enabled if queue u contains at least two tokens and at the same time queue v contains at least one token. If A is then executed, it consumes one or two tokens from u and one token from v, and produces one to three tokens in queue w. 
B. Using IDDs and IMDs
Note that P i = Z is assumed here with regard to the variable domains of the IDD in Figure 7 a) . If P i = Z ≥0 were assumed, both nodes having edges labeled with [0, ∞) would be obsolete.
The left-hand path of the IMD in Figure 7b ) corresponds to the transition behavior of process A in Figure 7 dure of deriving an IMD from a given process network is described in Section VI-A.1.
For a clearer view, an IDD representation is used in the figures where the 0-terminal node and all its incoming edges are omitted. Thus, for each non-terminal node, all split intervals that miss for a complete interval partition have to be added implicitly and connected with the invisible 0-terminal node. This description has no impact on the real internal representation of an implementation. It should not be confused with the DD class of zero-suppressed BDDs (ZBDD) [25] which are a BDD derivative based on modified reduction rules.
C. Computation
In this section, we describe how to perform image computation using IDDs and IMDs. Conventionally, as mentioned in Section I, the transition relation is represented as a BDD that explicitly stores all valid combinations of system state and successor state. Image computations are performed using Boolean operations such as existential and universal quantification ∃ and ∀, respectively-which internally can be computed using the If-Then-Else operator ITE , see [26] , for instance. This strategy is possible for IDDs as well.
A more advanced technique is described in the following. A major advantage of IMDs in contrast to BDDs is the possibility of efficiently storing only mapping functions describing partial transition behaviors instead of many state variable value pairs. In this way, image computations cannot any longer be performed as usual. Instead, an IMD representing the transition relation is combined with an IDD storing a set of system states in a way that resembles the piecewise application of an operator to two sets, similarly to Bryant's Apply operator [4] . First, we describe a general form of transition relations based on IMDs. Then we concentrate on further restrictions using PADs which allow the efficient representation of state distances combined with the corresponding transition conditions.
C.1 Forward mapping
Using the described mapping functions, the image computation with IDDs and IMDs is performed. It requires an IDD S for the characteristic function s(x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) of a state set and an IMD T for the characteristic function of the transition relation. The final result is a reduced IDD S ′ for the characteristic function s
This image operation is performed recursively by the function mapForward (v, w)-over an IDD node v and an IMD node w-as sketched partially in Table IV . The resulting IDD S ′ is constructed recursively by traversing depth-first both source graphs. Here, new edges and nodes are created in a reduced manner, resulting from the interval mapping application by maintaining the respective graph structures. This computation is always based on reduced IDDs. The operation is similar to the Apply operation described in [4] .
Obviously, whenever the empty interval [ ] is the result of an interval operation, the recursion during image computation is terminated, continuing with the next edge. Omitted layers in the transition relation IMD are implicitly treated as "dummy" mapping functions returning their argument interval without changes. Omitted IDD layers implying quasi-obsolete nodes are treated separately. Only those edges have to be concerned that are not ending in the 0-terminal node.
As a memory function, a hash-based cache table of computed results for pairs of v and w is maintained-omitted in Table IV-such that an included result may be returned without further computation, analogously to the ITE computation described in Section III-B.
The worst-case complexity of this image computation algorithm is O(|S| 3 · |T | · f · p 2 · log p), where |S| and |T | denote the numbers of nodes in the respective graphs, and p = max is determined by the third block of the algorithm of which the inner part is executed at most p · f times. Its dominating part is the disjunction v res ∨ṽ of which the complexity
Since mapForward (v, w) is called at most once for each combination of nodes in S and T due to the use of the computed table, the resulting complexity
C.2 Backward mapping
As described above, the mapping functions are used for forward traversal during image computation with Im(S, T ), e.g., for reachability analysis where time proceeds in forward direction. To perform symbolic model checking using PreIm(S, T ) and BackIm(S, T ), the reverse direction is necessary, thus some kind of inverse mapping functions must be used. For IMDs, depending on the structure of the mapping functions, this inversion is not always pos- 
create new nodeṽ with index (v); add new edge with interval I j ending in v c toṽ; complementṽ with edges to TN 0 ; ifṽ is obsoletẽ v = child 1 (ṽ);
for each f k ∈ func(w) sible because the function result has to be representable by an interval. However, PADs have valid inversions as described below.
The kind of applied interval mapping functions depends on the direction of the image operation that is performed. To determine the image Im(S, T ) of state set S with respect to transition relation T , regular mapping functions are used as described for mapForward (v, w) to determine all values a state variable could have after a transition. Accordingly, for the calculation of the inverse image PreIm(S, T ), the inverse mapping functions are used to determine all values a state variable could have had before a transition.
Therefore (S, T ) , its equivalence to ¬PreIm(¬S, T ) as specified above is used, thus no additional operation is necessary.
D. Image Computation With PADs
Image computation here will be demonstrated with an example. As mentioned above, PADs are dedicated to perform image computation especially for process networks and related models of computation because the state distance combined with the respective firing condition may be stored more efficiently than many state pairs. The state distance between two system states x and x ′ is defined as ∆x = x ′ − x (note that the variables involved are vectors). Thus, according to equation (6) , the transition relation T may be described as the characteristic function
In Figure 7 b), only shift functions f + are used as mapping functions. In the case of buffer contents limited to non-negative numbers, the predicate intervals must ensure that the resulting state variables x ′ i cannot become negative after a transition, i.e., the firing or enabling condition has to be satisfied. The action intervals perform the consumption and production of tokens by shifting intervals of state set variable values. Hence, the action intervals represent the state distance ∆x.
The mapping functions could have any structure describing valid system states and transitions. This includes the use of assign functions f = as mapping functions, e.g., for most finite state systems or process networks with safe buffers-buffers with bounded capacity of 1. The transition relation PAD of a binary coded system must replace Boolean operations such as AND and OR used in a BDD by their corresponding mapping functions. Thus, valid combinations of state variable values before and after a transition are substituted by the corresponding predicate and action intervals which are subsets of [0, 1] . Figure 8 shows the application of the image operator and its result. In the left-hand part, for a better understanding an intermediate IDD is depicted that is not really built during the computation but is more comprehensible than the final result. It may be transformed by unification into the reduced IDD returned by mapForward (v, w) which is shown in the right-hand part of Figure 8 -note that for efficiency mapForward (v, w) is implemented without the need for unification. The dashed edges labeled with empty intervals represent such locations where the recursion of mapForward (v, w) is terminated due to an empty interval resulting.
For backward traversal, the mapping functions of PADs are inverted as follows.
Definition V.1 (Inverse PAD mapping functions) The inverse shift function is denoted as and the inverse assign function as
VI. Symbolic Model Checking
Symbolic model checking enables the verification of certain temporal properties of state transition systems, where the explicit construction of an entire reachability graph is avoided by implicitly describing it using symbolic representations. Often, the propositional branching-time temporal logic CTL (computation tree logic) is used to specify the desired system properties [26] . To verify such CTL formulae, operations such as ITE and image computation are used.
The most frequently employed form of symbolic representation are BDDs and their derivatives, see, e.g., [2] , [26] , [27] , [28] . To perform conventional symbolic model checking, the investigated system is described using BDDs to represent its transition relation and certain state sets. As mentioned in Section I, for process networks this is not a convenient form of representation for several reasons. Advantages of interval diagram techniques are:
• Using IMDs and IDDs for the representation of transition relation and state sets, respectively, avoids some undesirable limitations of BDDs and binary coding.
• The introduced image computation is well suited to process networks as only state distances are stored.
• The description is more compact as sets of state variable or state distance values are combined and represented by one IDD or IMD node.
A. Process Networks
A.1 Modeling Process Networks
For symbolic model checking, only the quantitative system behavior is considered, i.e., only the number of tokens in each buffer, not their values. The behavior of many process networks may be described by decomposing the transition behavior of each process into atomic transitions, changing the internal state of the process and consuming and producing tokens, depending on the internal state. For this decomposition, it is necessary that the process behavior can be described by means of a finite state machine. Recursive network structures are not allowed. Non-blocking read or blocking write semantics may also be represented. Even non-determinate models with multi-reader and multiwriter buffers such as, e.g., Petri nets are verifiable using IDDs and IMDs.
Each path in the transition relation IMD describes one possible state transition. The mapping functions along the path represent enabling conditions and the corresponding state variable changes. The transition is enabled if all conditions along the path are satisfied. Analogously to computation graphs [9] , a threshold different from the consumption rate may be specified. Non-determinate consumption rates can easily be considered as intervals-introducing an additional degree of non-determinism. While changes of buffer contents are described using shift functions f + , assign functions f = are used for internal state changes. The state variables are of either infinite domain-representing contents of unbounded buffers-or of finite domaindescribing internal process states or bounded buffers.
A.2 Model Checking
Symbolic model checking of process networks comprises the whole well-known area of model checking concerning the detection of errors in specification or implementation. Examples are the mutual exclusion of processes or the guaranteed acknowledgement of requests. Properties may be described as CTL formulae and verified as usual [26] .
Additionally, applications assisting in scheduling are possible. Boundedness can be determined either by computing the set of reachable states or by checking CTL formulae on the contents of buffers. For termination and deadlocks, respective CTL formulae may be formed easily. Additionally, the effect of certain scheduling policies on these measures may be investigated or improved. Deadlocks in artificially bounded process networks or inherent bounds may be detected. In this way, optimal schedules may be confirmed or even developed by determining least bounds and thus optimal static capacity limits for scheduling, constraining the necessary memory.
B. Petri Nets
In our context, a Petri net is a 6-tuple G = (P, T, F, K, W, M 0 ) with P ∩ T = ∅ and F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ). P and T are the sets of places and transitions, respectively. F is the flow relation including the graph arcs connecting places and transitions. K denotes the place capacities which may be positive integer numbers or infinite. W describes the weights of the arcs, i.e., the consumption and production rates. M 0 is the initial marking of G. The marking M of a Petri net denotes the actual number of tokens in each place. The behavior of a Petri net is defined as usual. A transition t ∈ T is enabled for firing if all its incoming places contain at least as many tokens as the respective arc weights and all its outgoing places are able to absorb at least as many tokens as the respective arc 
Since predicate interval and action interval are independent of each other, even self-loop transitions and inhibitor arcs may be modeled. While unbounded state spaces with state variable domains of [0, ∞] are favorable for describing Petri nets with infinite place capacities, an explicit bound may exist, e.g., as an implementational or conceptual limit of the size of the modeled element. In such case, the introduction of bounded state spaces is useful to avoid the necessity of adding restricting places to the original Petri net. For instance, the state variable domain of an element of capacity k is reduced to [0, k] , implying the use of the respective modified predicate intervals inhibiting that the number of tokens in a place may exceed its bound. Another important aspect is that IDDs are not able to describe all kinds of Boolean functions in a finite manner, e.g., the relation u = v would result in an IDD of infinite extension as each pair (u, v) of equal variable values has to be stored explicitly. By introduction of lower and upper bounds, the set of pairs becomes finite and so does the IDD.
B.2 Model Checking
Properties to be verified using symbolic model checking of Petri nets may be described as CTL formulae and verified with well-known techniques [26] , [28] . A few questions out of the wide variety of system properties to be checked using CTL are, e.g., "may places p 1 and p 2 simultaneously contain no tokens?", "can transitions t 1 and t 2 be fired concurrently?", or "must all firing sequences eventually result in marking M 1 ?". Additionally, specialized algorithms exist for the verification of many common Petri net properties as described in [27] and [22] and are straightforwardly adaptable to IDDs, e.g., for
• deadlock freeness and diverse levels of liveness, • boundedness, persistence, and home state property.
C. Experimental Results
C.1 System Models
Several diverse system models based on process networks with FIFO queues have been investigated which led to promising results. Starting with the initial state, the set of reachable states has been calculated by a series of image computations using the operators of Section V until a fixpoint has been reached. Some results for different initial configurations are presented in the following, comparing IDDs and IMDs to BDDs. In the BDD version, the coding of the state variable values was directly binary. Our investigations yielded promising results concerning the number of nodes and edges as well as the computation time.
In the left-hand part of Figure 11 , the computation time T to determine the set of reachable states of a model of a flexible manufacturing system with automated guided vehicle [30] is depicted for increasing initial configurations n. The parameter n represents the initial number of tokens in a given queue and hence is a measure of the size or the complexity of the model. The right-hand part of Figure 11 shows the size of the diagram representing the set of reachable states depending on the initial configuration n. For both criteria, IDDs and IMDs turn out to be significantly superior to the conventional approach using BDDs.
The left-hand part of Figure 11 also shows the computation time using the symbolic model checker Cadence SMV which is based on BDDs. The same variable ordering as for IDDs and the standard optimization parameters have been used.
Our implementation is not tuned for speed and does not contain common optimization techniques such as partitioned transition relations or sifting which are also applicable to interval diagrams. According to the experimental results, the required memory and the complexity of the operations (Boolean operations, image computation) for BDDs and for interval diagrams differ in a constant factor with regard to the model size. Therefore, both implementations would profit in the same way from increasing the efficiency of the implementation.
The BDD implementation of Cadence SMV is up to one or two decades faster than our BDD implementation, while IDDs/IMDs are roughly as fast as SMV for large models. SMV is a highly optimized state-of-the-art model checker. On the other hand, our implementation is experimental and uses the programming language Java. Thus, we expect substantial constant factor improvements based on the implementation.
Obviously, the memory required to store IDD nodes and edges is different compared to BDDs because IDD nodes can have more than only two edges and intervals are assigned to the edges. Figure 12 shows the memory required for the diagram representing the set of reachable states depending on the initial configuration n.
The transition relation diagram size for the manufacturing system is compared for IMDs and BDDs in Table V . Figure 13 shows the computation time and the size of the state set diagram for the reachability analysis of a readers and writers system accessing a common database.
In Table VI , the size of the transition relation diagram is compared for the readers and writers system. The significant reduction of the number of nodes in the transition relation IMD and in the state set IDD is obvious compared to the BDD equivalents. The IMD size is independent of the initial configuration, while the BDD size increases heavily. In Figure 14 , the computation time and the state set diagram size for a symmetric multiserver random polling system are shown.
Considering the computation time, BDDs additionally Table VII and Table VIII show the dependence of the BDD size for the transition relation T and the set of reachable states S on the chosen coding length. In most cases, the alternative would be to increase the bounds incrementally-i.e., to add bits to the codinguntil they are high enough but still tight. The time each iteration of this "trial-and-error" method takes cannot be neglected, while no time is wasted using IDDs and IMDs as the first run yields the final result. Astonishingly, the Petri net in Figure 9 is inherently bounded in an unobvious but very regular way [29] . The Petri net is parameterized by the weight k ≥ 2 of the arc between t 3 and p 3 and the initial marking n of place p 1 . Depending on the values of those two parameters, the total number of tokens in the net is bounded to max (m, k) = k · f k (m) + 2, where f k is defined inductively by
The maximum number of tokens in any single place is k · f k (m). Some example values of max (m, k) are:
The set of reachable states has been calculated by a series of image computations as described in [27] . Some results for m = 1 and k = 3 are shown in Table VIII .
The maximum total number of tokens is 245, thus any single Petri net place cannot contain more than 243 tokens at the same time. Hence, the length of the coding in the first BDD column of Table VIII suffices to represent all possible state variable values. 494 fixpoint iterations are necessary to determine the set of reachable states. Especially the significant reduction of the number of nodes in the transition relation IMD and in the state set IDD is obvious compared to the BDD equivalents.
For m = k = 2, the final result was unable to be determined due to memory limitations. Figure 15 shows the diagram size during fixpoint computation, requiring a variable domain of [0, 8191] and 156 layers for the transition relation BDD. Again, IDDs require greatly less nodes and edges than BDDs.
VII. Concluding Remarks
A. Further Applications
Besides the formal verification approach considered in this paper, interval diagram techniques have several fields of application in the areas of real-time computing, embedded systems, and fuzzy computing, of which some have been summarized in [31] , [7] .
A.1 Timed Automata
Timed automata [32] are used to model timing behavior of state transition systems. They are derived from conventional finite state automata and are represented by means of state-transition graphs with timing constraints using a finite number of clocks. Discrete-valued clocks may be regarded as particular integer state variables of which the values increase simultaneously when time progresses. This time forward projection may be performed by repeated and simultaneous incrementation of all clock values about a time distance of 1, depending on the actual system state and thus similarly to state distances.
Using interval diagram techniques, formal verification of timed automata has been performed by reachability analysis on discrete time [19] . Our approach has been compared to another, similar verification technique based on BDDs. For large models, the IDD/IMD approach significantly outperformed the BDD approach with regard to computation time-by a factor of more than 7 and likely even more. Noteworthy is that the weaker slope of the IDD/IMD computation time seems to be an indication that the algorithmic complexity for this kind of application is lower. Furthermore, possible improvements of a factor of up to 5 or 10 are expected because an experimental implementation was compared with an efficient state-of-the-art tool. Besides timed automata, interval diagram techniques may be applied to the analysis of discrete hybrid automata on integer variables.
A.2 Symbolic Scheduling
Besides formal verification, interval diagram techniques have been applied to symbolic scheduling of mixed hardware/software systems in the embedded systems domain. Due to similar transition behaviors, the above advantages of symbolic approaches based on interval diagram techniques may be transferred to the area of symbolic scheduling of, e.g., the FunState model of computation [33] , [6] besides its formal verification by symbolic model checking. A symbolic scheduling method for heterogeneous embedded systems represented by means of FunState models has been developed [5] . Symbolic scheduling methods often outperform both ILP and heuristic methods while yielding exact results. The new scheduling method is able to deal with mixed data/control flow specifications and takes into account different mechanisms of non-determinism as occurring in the design of embedded systems. Constraints imposed by other already implemented components are respected. The scheduling approach avoids the explicit enumeration of execution paths by using symbolic techniques based on interval diagrams and guarantees to find a deadlock-free and bounded schedule if one exists. The generated schedule consists of statically scheduled basic blocks which are dynamically called at run time.
A.3 Fuzzy Decision Diagrams
Based on interval decision diagrams, fuzzy decision diagrams (FuDDs) [34] have been developed. FuDDs can be used for representing, analyzing, and optimizing fuzzy rule bases. The variables involved are linguistic ones, and their values are fuzzy sets. FuDDs are comparable with multi-terminal IDDs of which the edges are annotated with fuzzy sets instead of crisp interval sets. Hence, in contrast to IDDs several or all FuDD paths can be "active" at the same time but each of them more or less, according to the fuzzy philosophy. Using FuDDs, fuzzy if-then rule bases can be represented graphically.
Similarly to IDDs, fuzzy decision diagrams provide an efficient data structure for adequate representation, analysis, and optimization of rule bases. Moreover, FuDDs enable checking for completeness and consistency of a rule base. Ordered as well as free FuDDs are of importance for rule base optimization. Moreover, hierarchical rule bases can be represented which implies the chaining of rules. For restricted classes of fuzzy rule bases, efficient algorithms for optimization and evaluation or rule bases exist.
B. Related Work
An approach with aims similar to our's is the one of Godefroid and Long [35] , [36] . They verify system models-especially for lossy communication protocolsbased on FIFO queues by binary coding the queue contents and representing them in form of queue BDDs (QBDDs). QBDDs are an extension of BDDs for dealing with dynamic data structures and infinite state spaces. They must renounce an ordered BDD form as repeated occurrences of variables along a path are necessary. The DD depth is not static, but may increase substantially during the computations depending on the number of elements contained in the queues. Only the enqueuing or dequeuing of single elements is treated. QBDDs are used to describe sets of system states, but not the transition relation. The methods applied for this require specialized enqueuing and dequeuing methods of which the possibility to be combined with conventional BDD techniques is not guaranteed.
Related work concerning symbolic model checking of Petri nets has been performed by Pastor, Roig, Cortadella et al. [27] , [22] . Their focus is on safe, i.e., 1-bounded, Petri nets used to verify speed-independent circuits modeled by means of signal transition graphs. For this Petri net class, the binary BDD representation is adequate and allows direct conversions as no binary coding is necessary. Although a hint of possible extensions for k-bounded Petri nets is included in [27] , this means no fundamental advance due to the reasons stated above. In [37] , zero-suppressed BDDs are used instead of regular BDDs to speed up the computation. General deficiencies of BDDs have been partially mitigated by applying novel encoding schemes to represent place contents [38] , [39] . This is achieved by partially or completely transforming the Petri net into a set of finite state automata. [40] presents an MDD-based approach which exploits locality of transition firings to reduce both the number of iterations and the cost of each iteration during reachability analysis.
An approach to the symbolic verification of timed automata inspired by interval diagram techniques is introduced in [41] . It makes use of clock difference diagrams (CDDs) which essentially are based on a modification of IDDs. In addition to clock values, CDDs store differences between clock values, but unfortunately by abandoning a directly canonical representation and hence its advantages with regard to fixpoint comparisons. Methods for CDDs such as union, intersection, and complement are straightforwardly adopted from IDDs. For equality tests during fixpoint computations, CDDs first have to be transformed into a quasi-canonical form. This seems to limit run-time reductions significantly which is confirmed by the experimental results presented. Compared with the original Uppaal tool, considerable space savings using a hybrid approach are accompanied even by slight run-time increases.
However, in contrast to the interval diagram techniques as described in [19] , CDDs can be used directly in a dense time setting.
C. Summary and Conclusion
Symbolic model checking attempts to avoid the state explosion problem by implicit construction of the state space. The major limiting factor is the size of the symbolic representation mostly described by means of huge BDDs. Especially for process networks, traditional approaches have shown not to be feasible due to the above-mentioned shortcomings. A new approach to the symbolic formal verification of process networks and related models of computation has been presented. It is based on a novel, efficient form of representation of multi-valued functions called interval decision diagram (IDD) and the corresponding image computation technique using interval mapping diagrams (IMDs).
A specialized IMD variant, the predicate action diagram (PAD), is well suited to represent the transition relation of the considered kind of models, describing the transitions by combinations of predicates for the firing conditions and state distances for the production and consumption rates. Several drawbacks of conventional symbolic model checking of process networks with BDDs are avoided due to the use of interval diagram techniques. Especially the resulting transition relation IMD is very compact, enabling fast image computations. Furthermore, no artificial limitations concerning buffer capacities need to be introduced. Our experimental results significantly outperform those of the BDD approach with regard to computation time and memory.
